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Abstract

A number of electrophysiological studies have been conducted in recent years in order to clarify the dynamics of visual motion
processing in the human brain. Using a variety of event-related potential (ERP) measures, several parameters such as onset, offset,
contrast and velocity have been investigated, while a critical aspect of visual motion, that of direction, has received less attention.
Here we used multichannel electroencephalography and distributed source localization to study brain activity for different directions
of visual motion using random dot stimuli. Our data reveal differential extrastriate activation at 164–226 ms after motion onset that
coded for motion direction with different ERP maps and underlying electrical generators for each tested direction. This activation was
paralleled initially (164–186 ms) by a distinct extrastriate activation encoding whether the motion stimulus consisted of directed
motion stimuli (as above) or contained undirected incoherent motion (control stimulus). Application of a linear inverse solution
localized the brain activity for each tested motion direction to distinct brain regions within the same larger network of extrastriate brain
regions. These regions included bilateral temporo-occipital and bilateral parieto-occipital cortex. The present data in healthy subjects
are compatible with extrastriate activity that is tuned to different directions of visual motion. This extends previous clinical data and
suggests the presence of distributed macroscopic motion direction tuning in primate extrastriate cortex that may complement the
classical microscopic motion tuning at the columnar level.

Introduction

The visual environment of most animals is highly dynamical, and the
detection and interpretation of motion patterns is crucial for predicting
the future state of one’s dynamic world. The speed and direction of
such moving stimuli are crucial variables, and many studies have
investigated the neural underpinnings of visual motion processing in
human and non-human primates. Towards that end, single-unit
electrophysiology in monkeys (Albright & Stoner, 1995), neuroimag-
ing in humans, such as functional magnetic resonance imaging
(Culham et al., 2001), and event-related potentials (ERPs; see below)
have been used.
Concerning the electrophysiological dynamics of visual motion

processing in humans, ERP studies consistently have revealed three
main ERP components evoked during visual motion processing: the
P120, N170 and P220 component. For the P120 it was shown that its
amplitude and latency is influenced by pattern reversal, onset and
offset, as well as by changes in luminance and contrast of the motion
stimulus (Kubova & Kuba, 1993; Bach & Ullrich, 1997; Kuba et al.,
2007). Using magnetoencephalography (MEG) and electrical source
reconstruction, Nakamura & Ohtsuka (1999) localized the generator of

the P120 in the primary visual cortex. The N170 component is assumed
to be the most important in visual motion processing as measured by
ERPs. Thus, the amplitude and latency of the N170 has been proposed
to reflect the velocity of the motion stimulus (Muller et al., 1998;
Bundo et al., 2000; Maruyama et al., 2002), and its amplitude is
modulated by the global coherence of the motion signal (Niedeggen &
Wist, 1998, 1999; Nakamura et al., 2003). Electroencephalography
(EEG) and MEG studies have localized the N170 in occipito-temporal
or occipito-parietal cortex (Probst et al., 1993; Nakamura & Ohtsuka,
1999), but also at more posterior sites (estimated in close proximity to
area V3a; Nakamura & Ohtsuka, 1999; Schellart et al., 2004). Using
MEG and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), Ahlfors
et al. (1999) and Bundo et al. (2000) localized the N170 to a network of
brain areas, including middle temporal area MT+ ⁄ V5, V3a, occipital
cortex, the posterior superior temporal cortex and frontal eyes field.
The amplitude of the P220 is also modulated by stimulus velocity
(Hoffmann & Bach, 1997), but has only rarely been investigated
(compared with both earlier motion components). Yet, several studies
suggest its involvement in the processing of complex visual motion
stimuli. This evidence consists of observations that its amplitude
increases with motion complexity (such as contracting or expanding
radial motion; Kuba et al., 2007).
In the present study, we used ERP trace analysis, topographical

analysis and distributed source localization techniques to investigate
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the timing and location of brain activity during the processing of
motion directions. Motivated by recent data suggesting a differential
implication of extrastriate cortex in different motion directions as
investigated by cortical stimulation in epileptic patients (Blanke et al.,
2002) and focal brain damage in neurological patients (Blanke et al.,
2003), we here investigated electrophysiological correlates of motion
direction in healthy human observers.

Materials and methods

Subjects

Ten healthy volunteers (mean age ± SD, 26.4 ± 3.7 years; four
female) participated in the study. Written informed consent was
provided to participate in the experiment, which was approved by the
Ethical Committee of the University Hospital of Geneva (in accor-
dance with the Declaration of Helsinki). All subjects were right-
handed, had no neurological or psychiatric illness, and had normal or
corrected-to-normal vision.

Stimuli and procedure

Stimuli were black and white random dot kinematograms (RDK), as
used in previous studies examining direction of motion perception in
brain-damaged and epileptic patients (Blanke et al., 2002, 2003,
2007). RDKs were presented within a square of 12 · 12� in the central
visual field. Viewing distance was 120 cm. We used a 20-inch monitor
(Sony Trinitron Multiscan model no. GDM-20SE1VT; 640 · 480
pixels resolution), with 32.5 cd ⁄ m3 as mean luminance for white.
Stimuli were presented with a 70-Hz frame rate. Each random dot field
contained 1000 dots (each dot had a diameter of 0.68�), randomly
positioned to maintain constant average density across the presentation
field (the same amount of dots was present at the four boundaries).
In all conditions individual dots were assigned a random lifetime
(15–500 ms). As a result, dots could appear or vanish at any position
within the 12 · 12� square (as dot density was constant, the RDK did
not lead to any perceptual differences at the boundaries). The velocity
of dot displacement was 2� ⁄ s during each presentation. RDK were
presented for durations of 500 ms, and alternated with a white fixation
cross displayed on a black background and presented for 700 ms.

Four cardinal directions (all dots moved rightward, leftward,
upward or downward) were tested. On each trial, the direction of
the RDK stimulus was randomly selected. An additional incoherent
motion condition was also included as a control condition. The total
number of repetitions for each stimulus condition was 80. Stimuli
were produced using the Cogent Graphics Matlab toolbox, and
displayed using E-prime (Psychology Software Inc., Pittsburgh, PA,
USA).

Subjects performed a motion direction detection task, and were
asked to indicate by a button press whether they perceived directed
coherent motion or not. Button press responses were counterbalanced
between subjects (half of the subjects responded with the index finger
for directed motion and with the middle finger for incoherent motion;
the other half responded inversely).

EEG acquisition and preprocessing

Continuous EEG was acquired in a Faraday cage, with a Geodesics
Netamps system (Electrical Geodesics, Eugene, Oregon, USA), from
128 electrodes (impedances < 50 kX; vertex reference; 500 Hz
sampling rate; band pass filter 0.1–200 Hz). EEG epochs were
calculated from 100 ms before to 300 ms after stimulus onset, band

pass filtered between 1 and 30 Hz, and averaged separately for each of
the five stimulus conditions and for each subject to calculate the ERP.
In addition to the application of an automated artefact rejection
(± 100 lV), all accepted trials were visually inspected at the level of
traces, and scalp topography for a window size of )200 to +700 ms, to
reject epochs with transient contaminating noise like eye blinks, eye
movements and muscular artefacts.
Baseline was defined as the mean value of the averaged amplitude

from 100 ms before to 30 ms after stimulus onset (Hoffmann et al.,
2001).
For each subject’s ERP, artefacted electrodes were interpolated

using the 3D spline method. ERP data were down-sampled to a
111-channel montage used in the estimation of the inverse solution.
ERPs were recalculated to a frontal reference for optimizing visual EP
amplitudes (Ffytche et al., 1995; Bach & Ullrich, 1997; Hoffmann
et al., 1999). Group averaging was calculated with ERPs normalized
to their mean global field power (corresponds to the spatial standard
deviation of the scalp electric field at a certain point in time).

Trace analysis: amplitude and latency

For the P120 component we analysed traces recorded at Oz, and for
the P220 component at Cz, as done by Hoffmann et al. (2001) and
Hoffmann & Bach (2002). For the N170 component, we selected for
each subject the Ot* derivation, introduced by Hoffmann et al. (1999).
Those authors observed that the N170 component is often lateralized
and constant within but not across subjects, and proposed to use for
each subject the O1 or O2 potential with maximal N170 amplitude.
This was labelled Ot*. Accordingly, we determined for each subject
the Ot* value and used it further for statistical analysis (Bach &
Hoffmann, 2000; Hoffmann et al., 2001; Maurer & Bach, 2003;
Heinrich et al., 2004, 2005).
Motion direction comparison, peak latency and amplitude for the

three components were analysed with repeated-measures anova, and
with additional planned Fisher–LSD post hoc comparisons. Paired
t-tests were applied for comparisons between directed coherent motion
vs. incoherent motion. For each individual subject and condition, peak
amplitude and latency were extracted. Figure 2A shows traces
corresponding to each component and electrode location for the four
motion directions (see Fig. 3B for incoherent motion). The P120
component (at electrode Oz) peaked at 144 ± 2.1 ms with
8.96 ± 1.52 lV amplitude. The N170 component (Ot*) peaked at
179 ± 3.2 ms with a negative amplitude of 1.09 ± 1 lV. The P220
component (at electrode Cz) peaked at 212 ± 3.1 ms with an
amplitude of 3.37 ± 0.9 lV (all data ± SD).

ERP mapping: topographic pattern analysis

Recording activity from many different sites simultaneously over the
scalp allows the construction of topographic maps evolving over time.
This can be used to determine when map configurations change
and ⁄ or differ between experimental conditions relying on the
assumption that whenever the spatial configuration of the electric
field on the scalp differs, different neuronal populations are active in
the brain. For this we used a spatio-temporal segmentation algorithm
derived from spatial cluster analysis, as described previously
(Lehmann et al., 1987; Pascual-Marqui et al., 1995; Michel et al.,
1999, 2001; Murray et al., 2004, 2008; Blanke et al., 2005; Arzy
et al., 2006; Thierry et al., 2007). The method applies a modified
k-means cluster analysis for identifying the most dominant scalp
topographies appearing in the group-averaged ERPs of each condition
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over time. This spatial pattern analysis summarizes the whole ERP
data by a limited number of scalp potential configurations. The
optimal number of segmentation maps that explains the whole data set
is determined by a modified cross-validation criterion optimizing the
degrees of freedom and the explained variance (Pascual-Marqui et al.,
1995).
Even though such cluster analysis per se does not rely on any

temporal characteristics of the data, it leads to a segmentation of the
ERPs into discrete successive time periods. This is due to the fact
that map topographies do not randomly change over time but remain
stable in a certain configuration for certain periods and then change
to a new stable spatial configuration. It has been proposed that each
of these ‘segmentation maps’ represents a given ‘functional micro-
state’ of the brain or a given computational step during information
processing.
The dominant scalp topographies (identified in the group-averaged

data) were then fitted to the ERPs of each individual subject using
spatial fitting procedures. For each time point of the individual
subject’s ERP, the scalp topography was compared by means of
normalized spatial correlation to each segmentation map, and was
labeled according to the one with which it correlated best. From this

fitting procedure, we determined the global explained variance (GEV;
corresponding to the goodness of fit of a map during a certain time
period) and the duration that a given segmentation map was observed
for a given condition across subjects (frequency of occurrence). Thus,
we measured those values of the grand average maps not only for their
corresponding individual data (same condition), but also for individual
data of the other condition. Values were then subjected to statistical
analysis using repeated-measure anova with maps and conditions as
main factors, and individual GEV and duration as repeated-measures.
For motion direction comparison, we separately analysed, from 0 to

300 ms after stimulus onset, all six possible direction pairs corre-
sponding to each direction comparison: right vs. left; right vs. up; right
vs. down; left vs. up; left vs. down; and up vs. down. This procedure
tests whether certain maps can distinguish one direction from all the
other directions. Using the fitting method described above, such
direction-specific maps (that dissociated between conditions) were
searched for within individual subject data. A repeated-measures
anova using stimulus condition (two directions of motion) and
segmentation maps as within-subject factors was then conducted on
measures of map GEV and map duration for each of the six pairs of
possible comparisons.

Fig. 1. Eye movements. Averaged eye movements recorded during the directional conditions using video-infrared recording. 0% CM have been subtracted from
each direction of 100% CM. Motion in the right (yellow), left (red), up (green) and down directions (blue) are indicated separately. The top figure shows vertical eye
movements, and the bottom figure shows horizontal eye movements.
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Next we analysed whether incoherent motion differed from directed
coherent motion. A repeated-measures anova using stimulus condi-
tion (incoherent motion vs. directed motion) and segmentation map as
within-subject factors was then conducted, again using the GEVof the
segmentation maps as well as map duration.

In order to ensure that such potential dissociations are specific for a
certain time period corresponding to one segmentation map, we also
tested whether maps preceding and following any map of interest
showed such differences between conditions. However, as we
consistently found the same maps for different conditions during
these ‘border’ periods, we could not test for differences in map
duration, but only for goodness of fit assessed by GEV.

Distributed source localization

Brain generators were estimated using a distributed linear inverse
solution on local auto-regressive average (LAURA; Grave de Peralta
Menendez et al., 2001, 2004). This method uses a realistic head model
with 4024 solutions points equally distributed within the grey matter

of the Montreal Neurological Institute’s average brain. This method
deals with multiple simultaneously active sources of a priori unknown
location, and makes no assumptions regarding the number or location
of active sources. This linear-distributed inverse solution selects the
source configuration that best mimics the biophysical behaviour of
electrical field and produces a unique estimation of the current
source’s density inside the brain. That is, the estimated activity at one
point depends on the activity at neighbouring points as described by
electromagnetic laws (Grave de Peralta-Menendez & Gonzalez-
Andino, 1998).
Source reconstruction was performed at two levels. First, we

applied LAURA to the template maps and thus over the time periods
showing topographical differences for the different motion directions
as well as coherent vs. incoherent motion. This was done in order to
visualize the brain generators for the different conditions as identified
by the segmentation procedure and statistical topographical analysis
described above.
Second, we performed statistical analysis at the level of the source

reconstruction. For this, we determined for each participant and each

Fig. 2. Directional tuning as revealed by ERP trace analysis and ERP mapping. (A) ERP traces corresponding to the four directed motions are plotted. Directed
motion towards the right (yellow), left (red), up (green) and down (blue) are shown. Respectively from left to right are plotted the P120 component at Oz electrodes,
the N170 component at Ot* and the P220 component at Cz. (B) Topographical clustering results for each directional motion pair (same colour as in A). Only right vs.
up and left vs. down comparisons did not reveal any distinct map between 164 and 226 ms.
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directional condition (and the incoherent motion condition) the mean
corresponding EP map during the time period suggested by the
topographical analysis [directional (coherent) conditions: 164–
226 ms; incoherent motion: 164–186 ms]. LAURA was applied to
each individual EP map for each directional condition (and the
incoherent motion condition). These inverse solutions were subjected
to statistical analysis (pairwise t-test for each solution point), with
subjects as repeated-measure and stimulus condition as within-subject
factor.

Eye movement recordings

Electroocculography (EOG)

EOG was computed using a bipolar montage with electrodes
positioned on the left and right side of the eyes (for horizontal eye
movements) as well as above and below the eyes (for vertical
movements). The same parameters for filtering, baseline correction
and averaging were applied as described above. For statistical analysis
we used time-point paired t-tests of the eye movement traces for each
directional condition, with the control condition (incoherent motion)
from 0 to 300 ms post-stimulus revealing the absence of significant
eye movements as detectable by this technique.

Video-based tracking

In eight additional participants (mean age 27.7 ± 3.7 years; three
female; all with normal or corrected vision; all right-handed) we
measured eye position using a video-based tracking system (SMI eye
tracker – Iview XTM Hi-Speed, Teltow ⁄ Berlin, Germany; sampling
rate: 500 Hz, tracking resolution: < 0.01�) during the four directional
conditions and the incoherent motion condition. The eye position from
both eyes was averaged. The mean eye signal for each direction across
all trials was then calculated. This was done time-locked to stimulus
onset for the period from )200 to 400 ms (baseline corrected from
)50 to 0 ms). This analysis revealed correct fixation in all conditions,
and excluded eye movements that might have artefacted our EEG data
during the appearance of the directional EP maps (no horizontal or
vertical eye movement signals > 0.1� of visual angle were observed).
Our analysis revealed smooth pursuit eye movements with very small
amplitudes of 0.1� (or smaller) of visual angle (our visual stimuli
extended 12 · 12� of visual angle) starting at 250 ms after stimulus
onset (Fig. 1) and thus after the occurrence of the directional EP maps
(see below).

Results

Behavioural results

The response accuracy was 90.9% (SD: 4.6%) and reaction time
270 ms (SD, 20 ms). A repeated-measures anova using stimulus
condition as within-subject factors was conducted, both on accuracy
and reaction time. This statistical analysis did not reveal any
significant differences between condition, neither for accuracy nor
reaction time (P > 0.69 for both parameters).

Trace analysis

Motion directions: amplitude

Whereas our analysis did not reveal a significant direction effect for
the amplitude of the P120 component (F3,27 = 0.68; P = 0.57), this
was the case for the amplitude of the N170 component (F3,27 = 3.21;

P = 0.039). Post hoc LSD–Fisher tests for the N170 (paired compar-
isons) showed that the effect was due to significant differences
between right vs. left, and left vs. up (a trend was found for right vs.
down; Table 1). We note that the Ot* derivation was selected six times
at O1 and four times at O2. This was also reflected in the mean
topographical maps corresponding to this component, showing
slightly larger amplitude over left than right posterior scalp regions.
A significant direction effect was also found for the amplitude of the
P220 component (F3,27 = 4.31; P = 0.013). Post hoc analysis revealed
differences between the following directions: right vs. left; right vs.
down; left vs. up; and up vs. down (see Table 1 and Fig. 2A).

Motion directions: latency

With respect to latency at these same electrode locations, no
directional effects were found for any of the three components
(P120 component: F3,27 = 1.46; P = 0.25; N170 component:
F3,27 = 0.55; P = 0.65; P220 component: F3,27 = 1.27; P = 0.30).

Directed motion vs. incoherent motion: amplitude

Statistical comparison of directed coherent motion vs. incoherent
motion found no significant direction effect for the P120 (t9 = 1.08;
P = 0.31) or the P220 component (t9 = 1.19; P = 0.27). A significant
direction effect due to a larger amplitude for incoherent motion was
observed for the N170 component (t9 = 2.93; P = 0.017; see Fig. 3A).

Directed motion vs. incoherent motion: latency

No significant direction effects were found for the P120 (t9 = 2.17;
P = 0.06), for the N170 (t9 = 0.73; P = 0.48) or the P220 component
(t9 = 2.11; P = 0.06) between directed coherent motion vs. incoherent
motion.

ERP mapping: topographic pattern (map) analysis

Motion directions

For the period from stimulus onset to 300 ms, map analysis revealed
topographical differences between the following motion directions:
right vs. left; right vs. down; left vs. up; up vs. down. For all
comparisons these differences were found during the time period from
164 to 226 ms. The two other direction comparisons (right vs. up and
left vs. down) did not show any map differences (Fig. 2B). This was
confirmed by statistical analysis for map duration and GEV (Table 2).
These directional differences (interaction between maps and condi-
tions) were selective for this time period, and we found no statistical
differences for the maps occurring before and after the 164 to 226-ms
time period. In addition we note that the time period suggested by
topographical analysis overlaps with the time period evaluated by the
N170 and the P220 components.

Table 1. Single-trace analysis: comparing the amplitudes of the N170 and
P220 waves

Conditions being compared

P-value

N170 P220

Right vs. left < 0.01 < 0.05
Right vs. up = 0.48 = 0.91
Right vs. down = 0.053 < 0.05
Left vs. up < 0.05 < 0.05
Left vs. down = 0.43 = 0.77
Up vs. down = 0.20 < 0.05
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Directed motion vs. incoherent motion

Map analysis between directed and incoherent motion also revealed
topographical differences in the time period from 164 to 186 ms.
Figure 3B shows the presence of a specific map for directed and
incoherent motion during this period, suggesting that one map reflects
brain activity during the processing of incoherent motion (black map
in Fig. 3B) and one map during directed motion (grey map in Fig. 3B).
This was confirmed by statistical analysis for map duration and GEV
(significant interaction for duration: t9 = 7.42; P = 0.023; and for
GEV: t9 = 9.55; P = 0.013), with factors map and condition (see
Fig. 3B). Both maps did not differ in duration or GEV before or after
this time period. To further confirm that this effect is specific for the
time period of 164–186 ms, we ran an additional statistical analysis on
the GEV and duration of these maps before and after this time period,
as well as on the GEVof maps occurring before and after that period.
These were not found to be significant.

Inverse solution

Motion directions

Source reconstructions were computed for the maps characteristic to
each direction, as identified by the segmentation procedure (Fig. 4).
For right motion the brain activation was centred in the left temporo-
occipital cortex (maximum; Talairach coordinates: X = )36, Y = )75,
Z = )12) and right temporo-occipital cortex (X = 48, Y = )58,
Z = )11). Less strong activations were found in the right parieto-
occipital cortex (X = 24, Y = )72, Z = 42) and right occipital cortex
(X = 18, Y = 87, Z = )3). Left motion showed strongest activation in
the right temporo-occipital cortex (X = 48, Y = )58, Z = )6) and
weaker activations in the left temporo-occipital (X = )36, Y = )75,
Z = )12), left parieto-temporo-occipital (X = )48, Y = )60, Z = 26),
right occipital (X = 18, Y = )87, Z = )3) and right parieto-occipital
cortex (X = 18, Y = )78, Z = 37). Up motion activated left (maxi-
mum; X = )36, Y = )75, Z = )12) and right temporo-occipital cortex
(X = 48, Y = )58, Z = )11), as well as right occipital (X = 18,
Y = )87, Z = )3) and bilateral parieto-occipital cortex (right: X = 18,
Y = )78, Z = 37; left: X = )18, Y = )77, Z = 31). Down motion
showed strongest activation in the right parieto-occipital cortex
(X = 24, Y = )72, Z = 42) and weaker activities in the right
temporo-occipital cortex (X = 48, Y = )58, Z = )6) and left parieto-
occipital cortex (X = )18, Y = )77, Z = 31). Peaks of activation in
the left temporo-occipital cortex were therefore more posterior and
less lateral than those in the right temporo-occipital cortex: a finding
that is compatible with previous neuroimaging data (Sunaert et al.,
1999; Dumoulin et al., 2000). Although globally an extended cortical
network in the temporo-occipital and parieto-occipital cortex was

activated, the main peak of activation for the different tested directions
was localized in the temporo-occipital cortex for three directions (only
down motion was localized in the parieto-occipital cortex). Strongest
activation in the temporo-occipital cortex was found either in the left
hemisphere (right, up) or right hemisphere (left).
These differences were confirmed by statistical analyses at the level

of the inverse solutions. For the four directional comparisons that
revealed differences in the topographical analysis we also found
significant differences (all P < 0.01 – uncorrected) in the above-
mentioned areas (Fig. 5). Comparison of right vs. left revealed
significant differences in the right temporo-occipital cortex (X = 47,
Y = )52, Z = )5) and right parieto-occipital cortex (X = 5, Y = )50,
Z = 48 and X = 47, Y = )43, Z = 53). Right vs. down comparison
showed differences in the right (X = 65; Y = )28; Z = 19 and X = 35;
Y = )58; Z = )5) and left (X = )35; Y = )81; Z = 5) temporo-
occipital cortex. Left vs. up comparison led to significant differences
in the right parieto-occipital cortex (X = 11, Y = )62, Z = 27) and left
temporo-occipital cortex (X = )59; Y = )46; Z = 9). Comparisons of
up vs. down revealed significant differences in the left and right
parieto-occipital cortex (respectively: X = )41, Y = )81, Z = 11 and
X = 29; Y = )80; Z = 16) and left parieto-occipital cortex (X = )29;
Y = )49; Z = 65). No statistical differences were found for right vs.
up and left vs. down comparisons. Applying Bonferroni correction
(number of scalp electrodes) at the level of the inverse solution
revealed significant differences in extrastriate cortex in two directional
comparisons and in two regions, in the right temporo-occipital cortex
(right vs. left) and in the left parieto-occipital cortex (up vs. down).

Incoherent motion

For incoherent motion (Fig. 6A), maximal activation arose in the left
parieto-occipital (X = )18, Y = )77, Z = 26), whilst other activities
were found in the right parieto-occipital (X = 18, Y = )77, Z = 31),
and left and right temporo-occipital cortex (X = )48, Y = )58,
Z = )6; X = 48, Y = )58, Z = )6, respectively). This was again
confirmed by statistical comparison at the level of the inverse solution
(Fig. 6B). Significant differences in the left temporo-occipital cortex
(X = )47, Y = )64, Z = )1), left parieto-occipital cortex (X = )23,
Y = )93, Z = 8) and left temporal cortex (X = )59, Y = )40, Z = )5)
were observed.

Discussion

Based on single-trace analysis, ERP mapping and distributed source
localization, our data show that brain activity in the extrastriate cortex
differentiates between directed motion and incoherent random motion
(motion effect) and between different motion directions (directional
effect). Moreover, the timing of both mechanisms differed: the motion
effect was observed in the time period from 164 to 186 ms after the
onset of a visual motion stimulus, whereas the directional effect also
started at 164 ms but lasted longer, until 226 ms.

Single-trace analysis

Both effects were reflected at the level of ERP components of single
scalp electrodes. The directional and motion effect were observed for
the N170 component. Previous studies investigating visual motion
perception showed that the amplitude of the N170 component reflects
the velocity (Muller et al., 1998; Maruyama et al., 2002) and the
signal strength of the motion signal (Niedeggen & Wist, 1998, 1999;
Nakamura et al., 2003). Moreover, it has been shown that the N170
component at occipito-temporal electrodes (i.e. Ot*) adapts to motion

Table 2. Topographical analysis of six directional EP map comparisons*

Conditions being compared

P-value

Duration GEV

Right vs. left < 0.01 < 0.05
Right vs. down < 0.005 = 0.001
Left vs. up < 0.005 < 0.05
Up vs. down = 0.056 < 0.01
Right vs. up – = 0.44
Left vs. down – = 0.31

*The six directional EP map comparisons were carried out between all pairs of
motion direction between 164 and 226 ms. GEV, global explained variance.
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direction (Bach & Ullrich, 1994; Muller et al., 1998; Hoffmann et al.,
1999, 2001; Bach & Hoffmann, 2000; Heinrich et al., 2004). Thus,
Hoffmann et al. (1999) showed that for a given motion direction

(presented during the adaptation phase) the amplitude of the N170
component to a subsequently presented motion stimulus is smaller for
the adapted direction than for any other direction (but especially the

Fig. 4.

Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. Directed motion – incoherent motion differences revealed by ERP trace analysis and ERP mapping. (A) ERP traces corresponding to directed (in grey) and
incoherent (in black) motion are plotted. Respectively from left to right are plotted the P120 component at Oz electrodes, the N170 component at Ot* and the P220
component at Cz. (B) Topographical clustering results show different scalp maps occurring at 170 ms for the directed and incoherent motion conditions (left part).
Scalp maps corresponding to both segments are also depicted (middle). The segment in grey correlated with the directed motion condition, whereas the segment in
black occurred in the incoherent motion condition. The graph on the right represents the mean duration of the grey and the black map across all subjects for the two
conditions.

Fig. 4. Inverse solution: brain activations of each directed motion condition. Brain activations of the directed motion conditions are shown for right (yellow), left
(red), up (green) and down (blue) directions. Brain activations are located in bilateral temporo-occipital, bilateral parieto-occipital and occipital areas (see text for
further details).

Fig. 5. Inverse solution: statistical comparisons between directed motion conditions. Statistical analyses of the inverse solutions (depicted at a significance level of
P < 0.01) are shown for the following directional comparisons: right vs. left, right vs. down, left vs. up and up vs. down.

Fig. 6. Inverse solution: brain activations and statistical comparison of the incoherent motion condition with directed motion conditions. (A) The brain activation of
the incoherent motion condition is localized in bilateral parieto-occipital and bilateral temporo-occipital cortex. (B) Statistical analyses of the inverse solutions
(depicted at a significance level of P < 0.01) are shown for the comparison of the undirected motion condition vs. the mean of the four directed motion conditions.
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opposite direction to the one presented during adaptation). Previous
studies also showed that the latency of the N170 component relates to
motion parameters including velocity (Muller et al., 1998; Maruyama
et al., 2002). Although we could not confirm an effect of motion
direction on the latency of any of the evaluated ERP components
(neither directional nor motion effects were observed in this study),
our data on the amplitude of the N170 component corroborate
previous findings and reveal that the N170 component is tuned to
processing related to the detection and discrimination of motion
direction.
The role of the P220 component in processing motion attributes of

visual stimuli has been explored by only a small number of authors.
Those studies suggested a modulation of the P220 component by
stimulus velocity (Hoffmann & Bach, 1997) and motion adaptation
(Hoffmann et al., 1999), but also by motion complexity (Kuba et al.,
2007). Extending these previous studies the present data show that the
directional, but not the motion, effect also extends to the P220
component. The P120 component showed neither the directional nor
the motion effect, compatible with observations showing that this
earlier component reflects brain activity involved in encoding other
visual stimulus attributes such as luminance, contrast, pattern reversal,
as well as the onset and offset of a stimulus (Kubova & Kuba, 1993;
Bach & Ullrich, 1997; Kuba et al., 2007), but not its direction.
Eye movement analysis revealed correct fixation and excluded

saccadic eye movements that might have artefacted our EEG data
during the appearance of the directional ERP components and the
directional EP maps. We detected smooth pursuit eye movements
(with very small amplitudes of < 0.1� that started only at 250 ms after
stimulus onset). As our visual stimuli extended 12 · 12� of visual
angle and as these small eye movements were detected after
directional ERP components and EP maps, we conclude that these
directional effects are not eye movement artefacts. Nevertheless, we
cannot exclude the possibility that the suppression or planning of eye
movements may have influenced directional motion processing in the
extrastriate cortex and some of the reported ERP findings, especially
as both are co-localized in similar brain regions (Dieterich et al., 1998;
Hoffmann & Bach, 2002; Bense et al., 2006; Tikhonov et al., 2007).
Our analysis excluded eye movements > 0.1�, but as a recent study by
Yuval-Greenberg et al. (2008) reported that even small-amplitude
saccades may lead to EEG oscillations and changes, we cannot
exclude that small eye movements (< 0.1�) may have modulated the
EEG data reported here.
In summary, the present single-trace analysis reveals that the

amplitudes of the N170 and P220 component encode differences in
motion direction, whereas only the N170 component also encodes the
presence or absence of directed motion (motion effect) without
significant latency differences at both ERP components. Based on the
data discussed so far it is not possible to determine definitively whether
such directional ERP differences are due to differences in strength of
brain activations of similar brain regions, due to the activation of
different brain regions, or both. Moreover, these data do not distinguish
whether stimulus processing leading to directional effects at the N170
and the P220 component reflect one single longer brain process
encompassing the two ERP components, two separate shorter brain
processes or several sequential shorter brain processes. This reasoning
also applies to the motion effect at the N170 component. For this we
now turn to map analysis and distributed source localization.

Map analysis and electrical neuroimaging

ERP mapping showed that the directional effect is due to the activation
of distinct brain structures that encode the different motion directions.

Temporal cluster analysis showed that the directional effect was
present during the entire time period from 164 to 226 ms. Such a
result constitutes evidence against the existence of two sequential
processing steps (one for the N170 component and another for the
P220 component). Instead, our analysis revealed one single and longer
brain process for the processing of each motion direction. In addition,
we found separate maps for each tested direction, suggesting that the
brain encodes motion direction during this time window by distinct
brain activations. What does this mean with respect to the underlying
neural mechanisms involved in the processing of motion direction?
Scalp topographies or ERP maps do not change randomly, but remain
constant for a period of time in a certain configuration and then switch
to a new stable configuration. Each distinct map is thought to represent
a given ‘functional microstate’ of the brain or a given computational
step during information processing (Lehmann et al., 1987; Michel
et al., 2001, 2004). As our topographical analysis revealed the
presence of maps that were specific for each tested motion direction
(in the time period from 164 to 226 ms), this suggests that each
motion direction leads to the activation of a distinct distributed
network. A given map represents the sum of all momentarily active
neuronal populations (or sources). Accordingly, changes in map
configuration may be due to relative changes in strength of only one
(or more) of these sources with respect to other stable sources, or
activation of distinct sources for the tested directions (Lehmann &
Skrandies, 1980; Lehmann et al., 1987; Michel et al., 1999; Katayama
et al., 2007; Murray et al., 2008). Based on our inverse solution data,
it cannot yet be decided which of these two mechanisms (or both) are
present (see below for further discussion). Yet, this electrophysiolog-
ical correlate of motion direction selectivity is compatible with
previous data on motion direction representation in the human
extrastriate cortex (Blanke et al., 2002, 2003). These previous clinical
data showed that intracranial electrical stimulation (Blanke et al.,
2002) and focal brain damage (Blanke et al., 2003) of the extrastriate
cortex (including area MT+ ⁄ V5) may lead to direction-selective
motion blindness, compatible with macroscopic representation of
motion direction in the human extrastriate cortex. Thus, these clinical
data showed that focal extrastriate damage may lead to the loss or
significant deficits in motion perception for one or two motion
directions, while the perception of motion in other directions was
unimpaired (Blanke et al., 2003).
The application of a linear inverse solution to each motion direction-

selective map (Fig. 4) and statistical analysis carried out at the level of
the inverse solutions (Fig. 5) further extended these observations, and
is compatible with results of previous EEG and MEG studies localizing
the generator of extrastriate activity at �170 ms after stimulus onset
(Probst et al., 1993; Nakamura & Ohtsuka, 1999; Schellart et al., 2004)
in occipito-temporal or occipito-parietal cortex (Probst et al., 1993;
Nakamura & Ohtsuka, 1999), but also at more posterior sites estimated
in close proximity to area V3a (Nakamura & Ohtsuka, 1999; Schellart
et al., 2004). Using MEG and fMRI, Ahlfors et al. (1999) and Bundo
et al. (2000) localized the N170 component even to a more extended
network of brain areas including, in addition to the abovementioned
areas, the posterior superior temporal cortex and frontal eyes field. Our
data using a linear inverse solution are concordant with these results.
We observed the activation of a common extrastriate network of brain
regions for all tested motion directions consisting of temporo-occipital
cortex bilaterally as well as parieto-occipital cortex bilaterally. Motion
direction processing in temporo-occipital and parieto-occipital cortex
has also been found in the abovementioned neurological studies that
revealed two main lesion overlap regions that were associated with
direction-selective motion blindness (Blanke et al., 2003), echoing the
findings of the present electrophysiological study in healthy subjects.
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Activation of temporo-occipital cortex, as suggested by the present
data, concords with the stereotaxic coordinates proposed for area
MT+ ⁄ V5 using positron emission tomography and fMRI (Watson
et al., 1993; Dupont et al., 1994, 1997; de Jong et al., 1994; Tootell &
Taylor, 1995; Tootell et al., 1995; Goebel et al., 1998). Activations in
parieto-occipital cortex were found in proximity with the stereotaxic
coordinates proposed for area V3a (Braddick et al., 2000), but may also
reflect motion processing in brain regions close to the posterior aspects
of the intraparietal sulcus (Sunaert et al., 1999; Braddick et al., 2000).

Yet, the present data also reveal differential activations between the
different motion directions: we report maximal activation for the
different motion directions in occipito-temporal cortex for three
directions (left, right, up) and for the down direction in parieto-
occipital cortex, and that these maximal activations varied with respect
to activated hemisphere and the strength of activation of other nodes
with the common network. We currently do not know whether these
directional differences are due to amplitude changes of one or more
nodes coding for one direction or whether these directional differences
are due to the activation of distinct directional networks. Further
electrophysiological work using intracranial recordings (i.e. Blanke
et al., 1999, 2005) as well as work using fMRI or transcranial
magnetic stimulation will be necessary to further elucidate the
underlying functional neuroanatomy of such directional macroscopic
mechanisms in the visual cortex. Because the different studies
reviewed here and the present study were carried out in different
species with different visual stimuli, and using different neuroimaging
and electrophysiological methods, further caution seems necessary.
Collectively, these clinical, electrophysiological and neuroimaging
data suggest that motion direction may be represented in the human
cortex not only at the microscopic columnar level (Albright et al.,
1984; Diogo et al., 2002), but also at the macroscopic level and
extending beyond MT+ ⁄ V5 in temporo-occipital and parieto-occipital
areas in the extrastriate cortex. Importantly, we found that only brain
activity between 164 and 226 ms in these regions is tuned for visual
motion direction processing, and that such electrophysiological
activity related to directional processing overlaps only initially with
processing related to incoherent motion perception.
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